Flexibility plot of proteins.
The flexibility plot of a protein lies on the observation that amino acid residues with the highest turn potential, i.e. located in highly mobile regions of protein surface, also possess the smallest volumes as well as the lowest hydrophobicities. The plot is generated by shifting a five residue window along the protein sequence and calculating the value of the hydrophobicity-volume product for consecutive quintuplets of amino acid residues. The concomitant occurrence of small volumes and low hydrophobicities results in very deep minima. A threshold value has also been introduced in order to discriminate significant minima. To substantiate the interpretation that the selected minima actually indicate very flexible segments of a protein (loops, turns, etc.), we have compared plots obtained for model proteins (lysozyme, myoglobin, ribonuclease, trypsin, thermolysin and T4 lysozyme) with X-ray thermal factors profiles available for the same proteins. When compared to thermal profiles, the majority of flexible segments evidenced by our plots have been found to be in agreement with regions characterized by high thermal factors. Results have also been discussed in the light of local organization possessed by examined proteins.